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Unit 3:  
Opinions



Opinions, attitudes, and beliefs

A position on some issue


• How good is cake? 


• Is Batman really a hero? 


• Is the theory of Natural Selection true? 


• How much should one pray? 


• How many licks does it take to get the Tootsie Roll center 
of a Tootsie Pop? 



Building a model of social 
influence

A model of opinion dynamics requires assumptions of three 
categories:


1. A representation of opinions, attitudes, or beliefs


2. A mechanism for social influence


3. A population structure



A representation of opinions

• Ultimately, we might want something sophisticated, like a 
multidimensional semantic network.


• For now, let’s start simple. A vector in which each item is 
an independent opinion, that can take on continuous or 
discrete values. 


• Continuous values:
0 1



A mechanism for social influence

How do opinions change as a result of social interaction?


• Positive influence. Agents interact and become more 
similar. 


• Bounded confidence (or biased assimilation). Agents 
ignore those who are sufficiently different.


• Negative influence. Agents interact and become more 
dissimilar from those that differ sufficiently from them 
initially. 



A population structure
Who interacts with whom? 

Square latticeRandom mixing



The Bounded Confidence Model

• Two agents, with opinions x1 and x2, interact and influence 
each other if and only |x1 – x2| < d.  

• If they interact, opinions are updated thusly: 

x1 ← x1 + k(x2 − x1)

x2 ← x2 + k(x1 − x2)

x1 x2

d



Lattice neighborhoods

X X

von Neumann neighborhood Moore neighborhood

we’ll use this one



the bounded confidence model

CODE: opiniondynamics_BC.nlogo



Results (non-spatial)



Results (non-spatial)



Results (non-spatial)



from Deffuant et al. (2000)
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Lower confidence thresholds 
lead to more cliques

Results (non-spatial)



Results (spatial)



Results (spatial)



Results (spatial)



Negative Influence
• Two agents, with opinions x1 and x2, interact.


•  If |x1 – x2| < d, they exert positive influence on one 
another. 

x1 ← x1 + k(x2 − x1)
x2 ← x2 + k(x1 − x2)

x1 x2

d



Negative Influence

• Otherwise, they exert negative influence on one another

x1 ← x1 + k(x1 − x2)x1
x2 ← x2 + k(x2 − x1)(1 − x2)

x1 x2

d



bounded confidence model with 
negative influence

CODE: opiniondynamics_neginfluence.nlogo



Results (non-spatial)



negative influence, d = 0.1negative influence, d = 0.4

Results (non-spatial)

negative influence, d = 0.1negative influence, d = 0.4



Results (spatial)



d = 0.5, t = 70,000 d = 0.35, t = 25,000 d = 0.1, t = 25,000

Results (spatial)



Opinion dynamics:  
a young field



Further directions 
Differentiation



Further directions 
Multiple interacting opinions



Further directions 
Network structure



Further directions 
Scientific beliefs



Next up: 
Cooperation


